
Chapter 7

Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo techniques [RC04] are of great importance for the design and interpretation of

experiments in nuclear and particle physics. They offer a possibility to simulate the behavior

of physical systems and the response of detectors, and to verity analysis algorithms. In the

analysis presented here, Monte Carlo methods were used to determine the Coulomb correction

and to understand the impact of the experimental resolution of the HBT radii.

The full CERES Monte Carlo [Slı03, Yur06] is too slow to offer a sufficient statistics in a

reasonable time scale for calculation of the two-particle correlation functions discussed in this

dissertation. Therefore, a simple fast generator was created, which describes the Bose-Einstein

correlations and the Coulomb interactions between particles, was used instead. The generated

tracks were described by the four-vectors of the momenta and the positions. The source position

of the track was generated according to a three dimensional Gaussian distribution in the rest

frame of the pair with the width adjusted to fit the experimental HBT radii. The momentum

of the generated track was sampled from a two-dimensional histogram of the experimental

momentum vs. the polar angle, reflecting the acceptance of the CERES spectrometer (see

Fig. 7.1). The azimuthal angle of the track was generated from an uniform distribution in

the range of (−π, π). In order to minimize the time necessary for accumulation of the required

statistics the second track from a pair was generated within±0.2 rad of the first one. In contrast

to the full CERES Monte Carlo the details of the single track efficiency were ignored; the single

track efficiency cancels when normalizing to the event mixing.

In the three dimensional Gaussian, sampled to generate the position, the x, y, and z di-

mensions were related to Rout, Rside, and Rlong, respectively. Therefore, the generated source

positions of tracks were rotated according to

x′ = x · cos (φpair)− y · sin (φpair) ,

y′ = y · cos (φpair) + x · sin (φpair) , (7.1)

where φpair corresponds to the orientation of the transverse pair momentum vector in the lab-
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Figure 7.1: The distribution of tracks as a function of the inverse momentum and the θ angle

obtained from the simulations.

oratory system. For each generated pair the Coulomb factor was calculated based on the

quantum-mechanical description explained in Section 1.3.3. The HBT effect was embedded

into the simulated correlation functions through the weight factors

CHBT = 1 + cos
(
ΔE ·Δt−−→q · −→Δr

)
, (7.2)

where ΔE, Δt, and
−→
Δr are the differences between the energies, the times, and the positions of

the two tracks in a pair, respectively. The histograms for the signal distributions were filled with

the weights described by a product of the HBT and the Coulomb correlation functions, and with

the Coulomb weight factors for the identical and the non-identical two-particle correlations,

respectively. The obtained correlation functions were subject to the analysis chain allowing

to test the algorithms used. Moreover, based on the generated correlation functions different

corrections to the measured correlation functions were derived as it is described in the following

sections.

7.1 Coulomb Correlation Functions

The Coulomb interaction between the like-sign charge particles for small relative momenta

significantly influences the Bose-Einstein correlations. The Coulomb correlation functions

C2,C (qinv) were calculated based on the fast generator by averaging the Coulomb wave func-

tion squared over a spherical Gaussian source with σt = 0. This procedure was repeated for

different Gaussian source sizes in bins of 0.5 fm. Examples of Coulomb correlation functions

are shown in Fig. 7.2. These correlation functions were then used in the fit to the experimental

identical pion correlation functions as described is Section 5.5.
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Figure 7.2: Coulomb correlation functions for different source sizes.

7.2 Momentum Resolution Influence on HBT Radii

The limited accuracy of the momentum reconstruction in the TPC, as discussed in Section 4.4,

affects the measured correlation functions in the following way. The reconstructed momenta

of the particles in a pair will differ from the real momenta of the particles by Δ−→p 1,2, where

the index corresponds to a given particle in the pair. The peaks in the correlation functions

will be lowered and broadened because of that. The broadening will lead to underestimating

the HBT radii. The spatial resolution of the track can also significantly influence the measured

HBT radii as it enters to calculation of the relative pair momentum via the emission angle.

The effect of the finite momentum resolution was studied using the fast generator described

above. The reconstructed momenta were smeared according to Eq. 4.2. The simulated angles

of tracks were smeared with the momentum dependent widths of the θ and the φ angles derived

from the matching parameterization described in Section 4.6. In Fig. 7.3 the results of three

methods of estimating a correction factor for Rout are presented. The simplest one depicted,

as a solid black line, is based on the ratio between the two correlation functions obtained for

the case of infinitely good (real) and experimental (meas) momentum resolution, respectively.

This method allows to extract a correct factor only if the true HBT radius is known. The

second method, depicted as dash curves, assume that the momentum resolution will broaden
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Figure 7.3: Comparison between different ways to remove the effect of the finite momentum

resolution of detector on the HBT radii (pair P⊥ from 1 to 2 GeV/c).

the measured correlation functions by quadratically adding a constant term to the width. The

relation between true radii and measured ones can by expressed be

1

R2
real

=
1

R2
meas

+
1

corr2
. (7.3)

The best method of calculating the correction is based on the simulation of the two-particle

correlation functions for real and measured case, respectively, for different source sizes. The

dependence of Rmeas is plotted as a function of Rreal and then parameterized with a polynomial

of second order. The simulated smeared radii Rmeas as a function of the true radii are shown

in Fig. 7.4 for different P⊥ bins. The worst resolution is obtained for the Rout radii which is

dominated by pairs with small opening angle, with qout given by the difference of the length of

the momentum vectors. Therefore, the qout component is directly sensitive to the momentum

resolution and becomes more affected for increasing P⊥ since the momentum resolution is

proportional to the p2. The influence of the detector resolution on the other two components

of −→q is less significant. The qside is mainly determined by the opening angle between the

two particles in pair. In the case of qlong the effect is reduced by boosting the pair from the
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Figure 7.4: The influence of the finite momentum resolution on the measured π− − π−HBT

radii.
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laboratory to the LCMS reference frame. All three radii were corrected using the polynomial

parametrization described above.

7.3 Reaction Plane Resolution Influence on HBT Radii

The influence of the reaction plane resolution on the HBT radii, in the case of the azimuthally

sensitive analysis, was studied based on the fast generator. The finite reaction plane resolution

and the finite width of the φpair −Ψ2 bins reduce the measured oscillation amplitudes of HBT

radii. Before these effects can be corrected for the reaction plane resolution must be known.

The latter was studied using two methods and the results are presented in Section 4.7.3. In

order to better understand the different variables used to present the results of the reaction

plane resolution a simple generator of the reaction plane orientation was used. The reaction

plane orientation angle was sampled from an uniform distribution within
(
−π

2
, π

2

)
. To simulate

the subevent method, the two subevent reaction plane angles were calculated by smearing the

original one according to Gaussian distribution with corresponding width, and the ΨSE2 −
ΨSE1 difference was calculated. The latter was used to calculate Eq. 4.19; at the same time

the dN/d(ΨSE2 − ΨSE1) distribution was filled. From the obtained distribution the offset
peak

ratio was calculated. In Fig. 7.5 both variables are plotted as a function of the reaction plane

angular resolution expressed in degrees, providing a direct conversion between the variables

used. Moreover, results of the experimental reaction plane resolution for different centrality

classes are shown as black triangles in both plots. The σRP values of the points were taken

Figure 7.5: The simulation of the reaction plane resolution. The black symbols represent the

reaction plane resolution of the CERES experiment.
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from the width of Gaussian, fitted to the dN/d(ΨSE2 − ΨSE1) distributions. The obtained

angular resolution varies with the centrality between 31-39◦.

The azimuthal dependence of the Hanbury-Brown Twiss radii was introduced into the gen-

erator based on the tilted source model proposed in [LHW00]. The generated source position

of the track was rotated according to

x′′ = x′ · cos (Ψ′2)− y′ · sin (Ψ′2) ,

y′′ = y′ · cos (Ψ′2) + x′ · sin (Ψ′2) , (7.4)

where Ψ′2 is the generated angle of the reaction plane orientation, and 〈x′2〉 < 〈y′2〉. This in-

troduces a dependence of the generated radii on orientation of pairs with respect to the reaction

plane. Within this model a consistent cross-check of the analysis algorithms was performed.

Furthermore, the influence of the finite event plane resolution on the HBT radii was studied

based on the generated correlation functions. In this method, it is expected that the oscillations

of the radii are reduced due to the finite resolution of the event plane and the effect is studied

by forming a superposition of sources misaligned to the generated event plane. One should

note that this method treats the longitudinal radius as being φpair − Ψ2 independent. More-

over, it neglects the finite binning of the data in reaction plane orientation. The effect of such

assumption will be discussed in Section 8.2.

The correlation radii generated from the constant source size (Rx = 4 fm, Ry = 5 fm, and

Rz = 7 fm) derived for three different values of the reaction plane resolution are shown in

Fig. 7.6. The radii unaffected by the event plane resolution (RPres = 0◦) are depicted as the

full circles. The fit to the data is the sine (cosine) in the case of HBT radii (cross-terms). Two

extreme cases of the event plane resolution, measured by the CERES experiment, are depicted

as the open circles in the case of peripheral collisions (30− 40 % σGEOM) and the full triangles

depicted the results obtained for the central collisions (0− 2.5 % σGEOM). From the fits results

the correction factor Rsmear/Rperf. can be derived as the amplitude ratio between the HBT radii

with and without event plane resolution. In Fig. 7.7 the derived values of the Rsmear/Rperf. ratio

as a function of the reaction plane resolution are shown for three component of the Gaussian

parametrization. The results obtained for the Rout (left panel), the Rside (middle panel), and

the Rout−side (right panel) were parameterized by the first order polynomial as depicted by the

green line. While this parameterization does not describe results for 〈cos(nΔΨ)〉 larger then

0.8, it still seems to be realistic for the range of the reaction plane resolution measured by the

CERES spectrometer. Therefore, the three components of the azimuthally sensitive Bertsch–

Pratt parameterization were corrected with the factors derived from such parameterization.

As explained above, such intuitive procedure of the event plane resolution correction ne-

glects all effects connected with the finite bin width used for the two-particle correlations anal-

ysis. The smearing of the correlation function by imperfect event plane reconstruction is ex-

pected to diminish the amplitudes of the oscillations in the transverse radii but the effect it has

on a correlation function is truely present in the individual bins of the separate histograms from
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Figure 7.6: The influence of the reaction plane resolution on the HBT radii. The solid, dotted,

and dash-dotted lines are fits to the three data sets.

the real and mixed pair distributions. The model-independent correction procedure proposed

in [HHLW02] might be more appropriate. The effect of auto-correlation contributions to Ψ2

was neglected during the analysis presented in this dissertation since this effect was found to

be insignificant by the STAR experiment in [Col04].

7.4 Asymmetry of the Correlation and the Source Displace-
ment

The measured non-identical two-particle correlation functions were parameterized using Eq. 6.2.

The derived asymmetry parameter A must be converted to distance before it can be compared

to theoretical calculations. The relation between the source displacement and the asymmetry

was studied using the fast generator explained at the beginning of this chapter. The shift be-

tween the pion and proton source positions was introduced by shifting proton freeze-out points
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Figure 7.7: Correction factor for the reaction plane angular resolution. The full and the open

symbols represent correction factors derived for the π−π− and π+π+ correlation functions

respectively.

by ΔR in the direction of the transverse pair momentum

x′′ = x′ +
(

Px

P⊥

)
·ΔR ,

y′′ = y′ +
(

Py

P⊥

)
·ΔR , (7.5)

where ΔR is the shift, (Px, Py) is the pair transverse momentum, and P⊥ =
√

P 2
x + P 2

y . Suc-

cessively, the Coulomb weight factor was calculated and the histograms were filled, one with

the Coulomb weight and the other with weight equal to one. The ratio of these two histograms

was treated in the same way as the experimental correlation function yielding the asymmetry

parameters A as a function of the transverse pair momentum. At the same time, the influence

of the momentum resolution and of the finite source size, as well as of the source rapidity,

were studied. In Fig. 7.8 the impact of the momentum resolution on the asymmetry parameter

is shown. The momentum of particles was smeared in the same manner as in the case of the

identical two-particle correlations analysis. The finite momentum resolution diminishes the

asymmetry, especially at a high pair transverse momentum. The influence of the momentum

resolution was taken into account during the conversion from theA parameter to distance. The

impact of the source size on the asymmetry parameter for the P⊥ independent 6 fm displace-

ment between pions and protons average source position is shown in Fig. 7.9. The simulated

correlation functions had similar source size as the one measured in experiment. Until now,

all considerations were based on the assumption of the emission source sitting at midrapidity.

This assumption significantly simplifies the analysis but it does not reflect the physical situation

during the heavy ion collisions. The influence of the static source hypothesis was studied by
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Figure 7.8: The momentum resolution influence on the asymmetry of the unlike particles cor-

relation functions.

Figure 7.9: The asymmetry parameter dependence on the source radii as a function of P⊥.
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boosting the generated positions in the longitudinal and transverse directions (Fig. 7.10). The

results were used to estimate the maximum systematic error of the analysis.

In Fig. 7.11 the values of the A parameters as a function of the displacement in steps of

1 fm are shown for the six bins of P⊥. For symmetry reasons all curves should go through

(0,1). However, due to the limited acceptance of the CERES spectrometer, in the case of the

pion-proton pairs with the transverse pair momentum between 0-0.4 (GeV/c) the presented

parametrization deviates from this point. This uncertainty was included in the systematic error

of the measurement for this point. The straight line fit to the points

A = P0 · exp(P1 ·ΔR) (7.6)

was used to convert the A parameter for a given P⊥ bin to the pion-proton displacement.

The systematic error is calculated assuming no correlations between the two fit parameters.

The resulting of displacements are compared to a Blast-Wave model and to hydrodynamical

calculations in Sections 8.3.

Figure 7.10: The asymmetry parameter deviation for different models of particle source emis-

sion.
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Figure 7.11: The asymmetry-to-displacement calibration.



Chapter 8

Discussion of the Results

In this chapter the results of the two-particle correlation analysis are discussed in the framework

of a hydrodynamical model and the blast-wave parameterization. The Bose-Einstein correla-

tions at a beam energy of 158 AGeV were analyzed as a function of centrality and in bins of

pair rapidity and transverse momentum, as well as the azimuthal angle with respect to the re-

action plane. The obtained results support a collision picture with longitudinal and transverse

expansion. The individual dependences are discussed in detail below.

8.1 Transverse Momentum and Centrality Dependence of the
HBT Radii

The space-time variances 〈x̃μx̃ν〉(P) depend on the pair momentum P . To understand their

physical meaning, one can consider an observer who views a strongly expanding collision re-

gion. Some parts of the collision region move towards the observer and the particle spectrum

emitted from those parts will appear blue-shifted. Other parts move away from the observer

and appear red-shifted. Thus, if the observer looks at the collision system with a wavelength

filter of some frequency, he sees only part of the collision region. Adopting a notion coined

by Sinyukov, the observer sees a ”region of homogeneity”. In HBT interferometry, the wave-

length filter is the pair momentum P. The direction of the pair momentum vector corresponds

to the direction from which the collision region is viewed, thus inspecting different collision

regions. In the Gaussian approximation, the region of the homogeneity is described by a four-

dimensional space-time ellipsoid centered around 〈x̃μ〉(P) and characterized by the emission

function S(x, P) (see Eq. 1.30). The widths of this regions of homogeneity correspond to the

space-time variances 〈x̃μx̃ν〉(P), see Eq. 1.35. Thus, HBT radius parameters give access to the

space-time variances 〈x̃μx̃ν〉(P) but they do not depend on the effective source center 〈x̃μ〉. In

the terms of space-time variance with the infinitely long source with boost-invariant longitu-

125
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dinal expansion Makhlin and Sinyukov [MS88] provided a connection between the measured

HBT radii and the geometry of the collision region. In this model the Rlong radii is determined

by the inverse of the longitudinal velocity gradient meaning that it rather describes the longitu-

dinal length of homogeneity in the source than the geometrical size. Expanding the exponent of

the emission function S(x, P) presented in [WH99] (Eq.5.1) around xμ=0 and using the saddle

point approximation one can parameterizes the transverse dynamical length of homogeneity

by

R2
out(P⊥) = R2

side(P⊥) +
1

2

(
T

M⊥

)2

β2
⊥τ 2

0 ,

R2
side(P⊥) =

R2
GEOM

1 + M⊥
T

η2
f

, (8.1)

where T is the freeze-out temperature, M⊥ =
√

m2
π + (P⊥/2)2, β⊥ is the mean transverse

flow, ηf is the transverse flow rapidity of the source, and RGEOM characterized the geometri-

cal transverse size of the fireball freeze-out. This simple expressions illustrate several of the

key concepts employed in HBT interferometry, namely, the overall size of the transverse ra-

dius parameters is determined by the transverse Gaussian widths of the collision region, and

the difference R2
out − R2

side is proportionally to the emission duration β2
⊥

〈
t̃2

〉
. Moreover, the

transverse radii are sensitive to the transverse flow rapidity of the source which imply that the

HBT radius shrinks for finite ηf since a dynamically expanding source viewed through a filter

of wavelength P is seen only partial. This shrinking effect increases for larger values of the pair

transverse momentum proportionally to the the ratio
η2

f

T
. The P⊥ dependence of the Rside is

a consequence of transverse position-momentum correlations in the source with here originate

from the transverse collective flow. Moreover, for the scenario of a boost-invariant expansion

in longitudinal direction, based on the saddle point approximation the Rlong at rapidity y = 0
is given by [HB95]

R2
long = τ 2

f

T

M⊥

K2

(
M⊥
T

)

K1

(
M⊥
T

) , (8.2)

where τf the average freeze-out time, and K1 and K2 are the modified Bassel functions of order

1 and 2.

Before proceeding with studding the centrality and transverse momentum dependence, in

Fig. 8.1 we compare the radii obtained for central collisions (0-5% of σGEOM ) with those

previously published [A+03a]. Slight discrepancies visible at the lower and the highest P⊥
can be attributed to the improved understanding of the Coulomb influence on the measured

correlation functions and the two-track resolution, respectively.

The complete P⊥-dependence of the identical-pion HBT radii for seven classes of centrality

and Y range of (1.3-2.8) is shown in Figs.8.1-8.2.
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Figure 8.1: Previously obtained HBT radii for the most central events (<5 % σ/σGEOM)

[A+03a] together with the results presented in this work. Both results were corrected for the

Coulomb interaction and the detector resolution.

Figure 8.2: Transverse momentum dependence of the HBT radii corrected for the Coulomb

interaction and detector resolution for centrality bin 25-35 %.

The Rside and Rlong are fitted with Eq. 8.1 and Eq. 8.2. The results obtained from the hydro-

inspired parameterization of the source expansion in the case of the Rlong confirm the results

of the previous CERES HBT analysis. The parameters derived from the fit of the Eq. 8.1 are
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Figure 8.3: Transverse momentum dependence of the HBT radii corrected for the Coulomb

interaction and the detector resolution. The top, the middle, and the bottom panel show the

radii obtained for the centrality of 0-2.5 %, 2.5-5 %, and 5-7.5 %, respectively.
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Figure 8.4: Transverse momentum dependence of the HBT radii corrected for the Coulomb

interaction and the detector resolution. The top, the middle, and the bottom panel show the

radii obtained for the centrality of 7.5-10 %, 10-15 %, and 15-25 %, respectively.
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Figure 8.5: The extracted parameters of the emitting source based on the hydrodynamical

scenario for three rapidity intervals. All results were obtained for a fixed freeze-out temperature

of 120 MeV. Top panel: Y = 1.3-2.3. Middle panel: Y =2.3-2.8. Bottom panel: Y =1.3-2.8.

slightly above previous results, however, this can be attributed to the different rapidity selection

used in both analysis. The results of the fits are compiled in Fig. 8.5.
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8.2 Azimuthally Sensitive HBT Analysis

The dependence of the HBT radius on the azimuthal orientation with respect to the reaction

plane Φ = φpair −Ψ2 was fitted by [HHLW02]

R2
out(P⊥, Φ) = R2

out,0(P⊥) + 2R2
out,2(P⊥) cos(2Φ)

R2
side(P⊥, Φ) = R2

side,0(P⊥) + 2R2
side,2(P⊥) cos(2Φ)

R2
long(P⊥, Φ) = R2

long,0(P⊥) + 2R2
long,2(P⊥) cos(2Φ)

R2
out−side(P⊥, Φ) = R2

out−side,0(P⊥) + 2R2
out−side,2(P⊥) sin(2Φ)

R2
out−long(P⊥, Φ) = R2

out−long,0(P⊥) + 2R2
out−long,2(P⊥) sin(2Φ)

R2
side−long(P⊥, Φ) = R2

side−long,0(P⊥) + 2R2
side−long,2(P⊥) sin(2Φ) . (8.3)

The 0th-order Fourier coefficient coincides with the HBT radii from an azimuthally-integrated

analysis while the 2nd-order Fourier coefficient corresponds to the magnitude of the emission

source asymmetry. In Fig. 8.6 the normalized 2nd-order Fourier coefficients are shown as a

function of centrality.

If the pion source were to reflect the initial collision geometry (almond shape out-of-plane)

a positive Rside,2 and a negative Rout,2 should be expected. While Rout,2 seems to be negative

indeed, Rside,2 is consistent with zero (Fig. 8.6). Rlong,2, for which in first order no effect is

expected, behaves similarly to Rout,2. Systematic checks revealed that the 2nd-order Fourier

coefficients are strongly affected by details of the event mixing procedure, particularly by the

requirement that the two events should have a similar orientation of the reaction plane. This

requirement controls small oscillations in the flat parts of the correlation function, visible in the

two-dimensional projections of the correlation functions (Fig. 8.7), and possibly via them the

second Fourier component of the correlation radii. Performing the event mixing in bins of 15◦

rather then 45◦ makes the small oscillation less dependent on the orientation with respect to the

reaction plane and brings the second Fourier component of the Rout and Rside closer to zero

(square in Fig. 8.6) With this, the observed pion source seems to be round in the transverse

plane within the measurement errors. This is surprising because both at lower [Col00] and

higher [Col04] beam energies asymmetric sources were observed. In Fig. 8.8 the results of the

normalize 2nd-order Fourier coefficients derived for different beam energies is shown.

8.3 Pion-Proton Source Displacement

The measured asymmetry of the correlation functions for pion-proton, discussed in Section 6,

indicate that the pions and protons are not emitted from the same average space-time point.

The unlike-sign pion correlations, on the other hand, do not shown significant asymmetry. This
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Figure 8.6: Fourier coefficient of azimuthal oscillations of HBT radii as a function of the

event centrality for π+ and π− pairs combination (0.0-2.0 GeV/c). The close (open) symbols

correspond to the uncorrected (corrected) 2th-order Fourier coefficient for influence on finite

reaction plane resolution. The squared symbols correspond to the results obtained with the

different approach of the event mixing background construction (see text).

indicates that the effect is related to the particle mass. The parameterization presented in Sec-

tion 7.4 was used to convert the measured asymmetry A of the correlation functions to the

spatial separation between the particles at freeze-out. The conversion was performed assuming

similar emitting source size as well as the finite momentum resolution. The assumption of the

emission source sitting at midrapidity was included in the systematic error of the measurement.
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Figure 8.7: The two-dimensional HBT correlation functions as a function of the φpair − Ψ2

angle. The z-axis is set to be constant for all bins of φpair −Ψ2 (0.985 ≥ z ≥ 1.035).
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Figure 8.8: The centrality dependence of the source anisotropy measured for different beam

energies.

In Fig. 8.9 the source displacement as a function of the pair transverse momentum for three dif-

ferent pair combinations are shown. The similarity between the π+p and π−p results indicates

that the Coulomb interaction with the positive charged fireball is negligible, consistent with the

fact that the spectra of the corresponding particles are in good agreement [AftSC04].

The asymmetry between pion-proton space-time emission, generated by the UrQMD model

[BZS+99] which produces radial flow through hadronic rescattering, is shown in Fig. 8.9 as

green curves. The model predicts the dominance of the spatial part of the asymmetry generated

by large transverse flow. Thus, the pion-proton separations were calculated assuming only

the displacement in out direction. The results of such calculation are in agreement within the

results obtained for asymmetry measured by experiment.

The observed increase of A with the pair transverse momentum (β⊥ = P⊥/M⊥), start-

ing from zero due to symmetry reasons, can be parameterized as proposed by Lendnický

and Sinyukov in [Led04, SVA96]. Assuming the longitudinal-boost invariance, a linear non-
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Figure 8.9: The source displacement ΔR as a function of the pair transverse momentum. The

full symbols correspond to asymmetry obtained from the π+-p+ (square) and from the π−-p+

(circle) correlation functions, respectively. The obtained results of the source displacement

between (π-p+) from the UrQMD (ver.1.3) are shown as a solid curve (green). The open

triangles represent results derived for the unlike pion correlation functions. Fit to the data is

based on Eq. 8.4 (see text).

relativistic transversal flow profile βF = β0
r⊥

RGEOM
, the local thermal momentum distribution

characterized by the kinetic freeze-out temperature T and Gaussian density profile exp (−r2
⊥/(2R2

GEOM)),
one expects a rise of ΔR with the transverse pair velocity

ΔR =
RGEOM β⊥ β0

β2
0 + T/M⊥

. (8.4)

The mean transverse velocity is defined as

β⊥ =
1√

1 +
(

mπ+mp

P⊥

) , (8.5)

and M⊥ is the pair transverse mass, defined as

M⊥ =

√√√√√
√√√√m2

π +
mπ

mp + mπ

·
(

P⊥
2

)2

·
√√√√m2

p +
mp

mπ + mp

·
(

P⊥
2

)2

, (8.6)
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Figure 8.10: The Rside fitted by Eq. 8.4 to-

gether with ΔR. Presented radii were inte-

grated over the centrality range (0-25%) and

the HBT radii were derive.

where mπ and mp are mass of pion and proton, respectively.

The derived ΔR P⊥-dependence of the same- and the opposite-sign pion-proton pair corre-

lations were fitted by Eq. 8.4 and the results are shown as the red and blue curves, respectively.

Simultaneously the P⊥-dependence of the HBT radius, Rside, derived from the two-particle

correlations analysis for π+π+ and π−π−, were fitted with Eq.8.1 (see Fig 8.3). Assuming

a common kinetics freeze-out temperature T , geometric transverse size of the fireball at the

freeze-out RGEOM and the transverse flow rapidity ηf

ηf =
1

2
log

1 + β0

1− β0

(8.7)

it is possible to extract from both measurements all common parameters. The transverse col-

lective flow which causes the P⊥-dependence of Rside is at this same time responsible for the

different space-time emission of various particle species. The dash brown curve in Fig. 8.9

represents the simultaneous fit to the all four results (asymmetry and Rside dependences) and

results in the common fit parameters for both charges. In Table 8.1 the collection of the fit

parameter derived from presented parameterization are gather. In Fig. 8.11 the contours of χ2

as a function of the fit parameters RGEOM , β0, and T are shown. It is worthy of notice that

depending on the charge combination of the two-particles correlations the slightly different fit

values are preferred.

The results of the hydro-inspired blast wave parameterization are presented in the next

section.
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Figure 8.11: The 1-3σ contours plots of χ2, obtained by simultaneous fit of Eq. 8.4 to ΔR and

Rside.

Fit par. π+ − p stat. err. π− − p stat. err. π − p stat. err.

β0 0.695 0.007 0.655 0.006 0.663 0.004

RGEOM(fm) 7.638 0.07 7.412 0.052 7.421 0.04

Table 8.1: The collection of fit results obtained for Tf = 120 MeV.

8.4 Hydrodynamics and Blast Wave Model Parameteriza-
tion

The hydrodynamical models will describe the evolution of a collision system only when the

time scales of the microscopic processes within the system are significantly smaller than the

time scale of the macroscopic evolution of the system. In heavy ion collisions this implies that

the average time between two successive interactions between partons is much smaller than

the life time of the system, and leads to the termalization of the system. Once the system is in

equilibrium the hydrodynamical formalism can be applied.

In this section the CERES results obtained from the hadrons analysis in the top central 7%

are presented together with the hydrodynamical calculations performed by P. Huovinen [KHHH01].

The calculations were performed in 2+1 dimensions assuming a boost-invariant longitudinal

flow. The initial conditions were fixed via a fit to the p⊥ spectra of negatively charged particles

and protons in Pb+Pb collisions at the top SPS energy [KSH99]. The equation of state which

is an integral part of hydrodynamical calculations assumed the 1-st order phase transition to

the QGP at the critical temperature of Tc = 165 MeV. The presented calculations were obtained

for the freeze-out temperature of 120 MeV. In Fig. 8.4 the single transverse momentum spectra

of all negative hadrons for two bins of rapidity (Y1 = 〈2.1〉 (black points), Y2 = 〈2.6〉 (blue

points)) and of neutral kaons are shown together with the hydrodynamical calculations (red
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Figure 8.12: The sin-

gle transverse momentum

spectra [Mar, Rad06] (up-

per left and middle panel)

and results of the elliptic

flow [Mil05] analysis from

the CERES experiment to-

gether with the hydrody-

namical predictions (see

text).

curves). The elliptic flow of charged pions, neutral kaons, and hyperons is presented as well.

The comparison between the HBT radii and the hydrodynamical calculations of the source size

based on the space-time variances are shown in Fig. 8.4. While the single particle transverse

momentum spectra are rather well described the calculation fails in the case of two-particle cor-

relations. The Rside parameter is underestimated and Rout and Rlong are overestimated. This

kind of discrepancy was observed for the first time at RHIC and for some time it was believed

to be specific to this energy range.

The same data sets are reasonably well fitted by the blast wave parameterization [RL04].

In this particular version of the model longitudinal boost invariance is assumed. The azimuthal

anisotropies are introduced via the geometrical ellipticity (Ry > Rx) and via the azimuthal

dependence of the collective transverse rapidity ρ(r, φ) = r/Rρ0 + ρ2 ∗ cos(2φ). The fit

parameters are
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Figure 8.13:

The HBT radii

together with

the prediction

of the source

size based on the

hydrodynamical

calculations.

• kinetic freeze-out temperature T ,

• maximum flow rapidity ρ,

• source radii Rx and Ry,

• the system longitudinal proper time (τ =
√

t2 − z2),

• the emission duration.

The blast wave fit was performed simultaneously to all the distributions, with a fixed freeze-

out temperature T = 100 MeV and a sharp sphere profile (relative surface diffuseness of the

emission source as = 0.01). In Table 8.2 the rapidity density of the particles are shown.
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pi−dN/dy 152.7 pi− multiplicity

K0dN/dy 18.44 K0 multiplicity

φdN/dy 1.451 φ multiplicity

T 0.100 GeV temperature (fixed)

ρ0 0.87 mean transverse rapidity

ρ2 0.016 second Fourier comp. of transv. rapidity

Rx 11.26 fm source radius in-plane

Ry 11.42 fm source radius out-of-plane

as 0.01 surface diffuseness (fixed)

τ0 7.37 fm/c freeze-out time

dτ 1.55 fm/c freeze-out duration

Table 8.2: The Blast-Wave fit results.
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Figure 8.14: The Blast-Wave parameteriza-

tion of pion-proton displacement.
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Figure 8.15: The Blast-Wave parameterization of flow and transverse spectra.
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Figure 8.16: The Blast-Wave parameterization of HBT radii.
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8.5 Summary

This thesis presents results of a two-particle correlation analysis applied to the central Pb+Au

collision data at 158 GeV per nucleon, collected in the final run of the CERES experiment

at the CERN SPS. The state-of-the art analysis of identical pion correlations yielded HBT

radii which, in their centrality and transverse momentum dependence, are in good agreement

with the previous preliminary analysis of a subset of the data and with the results of other

experiments. The results support the collision picture with strong longitudinal and transverse

expansion.

The high event statistics and the good understanding of the experiment’s resolution and

of the Coulomb correction allowed to employ two more sophisticated correlation techniques,

the reaction plane dependent pion-pion HBT radius analysis and the pion-proton Coulomb

correlation analysis. In the first one, the correlation radii were studied as a function of the pion

azimuthal emission angle with respect to the reaction plane. The obtained pion source profile in

the plane transverse to the beam direction is round within the experimental accuracy, in contrast

to the results obtained in similar collision systems (albeit at lower centralities) at the AGS

and at RHIC. In the pion-proton analysis, a finite displacement between the sources of pions

and protons was derived from the asymmetry of the correlation peak in the pair momentum

direction. With the help of a dedicated fast Monte Carlo simulation the displacement was

estimated to be around 4-6 fm, with protons being emitted closer to the edge (or earlier) than

pions. In a system with transverse expansion such a displacement arises naturally because of the

collective transverse velocity added to the thermal velocity of particles with different masses.

Since the maximum Coulomb interaction is for pairs in which the pion and the proton move at

the same velocity, and since pions on average is much faster than protons, only relatively fast

protons and relatively slow pions can contribute to the correlation peak. The fastest protons are

the ones which freeze-out close to the edge of the fireball where the collective velocity kick is

the highest; conversely, the slowest pions come from the center of the fireball.

The correlation radii obtained for identical pions and the source displacements deduced

from the pion-proton correlations, along with the single transverse momentum spectra and the

elliptic flow parameters, were compared to hydrodynamical calculations and to the blast wave

model. The hydrodynamics significantly underestimates the Rside radius and overestimates

Rout and Rlong, similarly as it is the case at the RHIC energies. This indicates that this dis-

crepancy might be caused by non-realistic predictions of the hydrodynamical approach rather

than by some unusual reaction mechanism at RHIC, and that calling it ”RHIC HBT puzzle” is

therefore inappropriate. The blast wave model, on the other hand, fits the data rather well ex-

cept for the somewhat overestimated second Fourier components of the HBT radii with respect

to the reaction plane angle, pion-proton source displacement, and the detailed dependence of

Rside and Rout on the transverse momentum. The latter might be possibly explained by the

contribution of soft pions from decays of the short-lived resonances like Δ or ρ which through

their finite cτ increase the effective source size.
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Appendix A

step3c – Technical Information

The information, stored in the step3c ROOT tree format, was organized in two ROOT

classes, the event (CSEvent) and the track (CSTrack). List of variables with short descrip-

tion for CSEvent and CSTrack classes are presented in tables A.1 and A.2 respectively. The

information about non-vertex SDD tracks is stored in the CSTrack, and corresponding sets of

variables, as for the SDD vertex tracks, are available by adding the suffix _s at the end of the

SDD variable name. The access to all variables stored in the ROOT tree is provided by the

associate member functions of the ROOT objects. After many calibrations of the step3c data

set were performed, the collection of the member functions providing access to the fully tuned

variables is also available e.g. the reaction plane angle Ψn, the centrality of the collision ex-

pressed in the percent of the geometrical cross section, the momentum, and the dE/dx of TPC

track.

Table A.1: The list of variables stored in the CSEvent class.

variable type variable name description
Int_t run the run number

Int_t burst the burst number

Int_t evt the event number

Int_t time the production time of event

Int_t pattern the trigger pattern

(beam=1, minb=2, cent=4, ...)

Int_t rich1RecoveryTime the time from last discharge Rich1 (20 ms)

Int_t rich2RecoveryTime the time from last discharge Rich2 (20 ms)

Float_t beamBefore the preceding beam in ns

Float_t beamAfter the following beam in ns

Float_t BC1Adc calibrated signal from BC1 beam detector

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
variable type variable name description
Float_t BC2Adc calibrated signal from BC2 beam detector

Int_t BC3Adc by mistake this variable correspond to

the multiplicity from MC

Float_t centralityMC the track multiplicity from MC

Float_t centralitySD the track multiplicity from SDD

Float_t centralityTPC the track multiplicity from TPC

Float_t x1eta1SD the QX
1 from SDD, 1.7< η <2.2

Float_t y1eta1SD the QY
1 from SDD, 1.7< η <2.2

Float_t x2eta1SD the QX
2 from SDD, 1.7< η <2.2

Float_t y2eta1SD the QY
2 from SDD, 1.7< η <2.2

Float_t x1eta2SD the QX
1 from SDD, 2.2< η <2.7

Float_t y1eta2SD the QY
1 from SDD, 2.2< η <2.7

Float_t x2eta2SD the QX
2 from SDD, 2.2< η <2.7

Float_t y2eta2SD the QY
2 from SDD, 2.2< η <2.7

Float_t x1eta3SD the QX
1 from SDD, 2.7< η <3.2

Float_t y1eta3SD the QY
1 from SDD, 2.7< η <3.2

Float_t x2eta3SD the QX
2 from SDD, 2.7< η <3.2

Float_t y2eta3SD the QY
2 from SDD, 2.7< η <3.2

Float_t x1TPC the QX
1 from TPC

Float_t y1TPC the QY
1 from TPC

Float_t x2TPC the QX
2 from TPC

Float_t y2TPC the QY
2 from TPC

Float_t vertexX the X position of the vertex in cm

Float_t vertexY the Y position of the vertex in cm

Float_t vertexZ the Z position of the vertex in cm

Int_t ntracks the TPC number of tracks

TClonesArray* csTracks the array of the CSTracks

Table A.2: The list of variables stored in the CSTrack class.

variable type variable name description
Char_t SD_shared the SDD hit shared by several SDD tracks,

one can distinguish between no sharing

case (=0) and sharing case (!=0)

Char_t SD1_nanodes the number of anodes

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
variable type variable name description
Float_t SD1_theta the theta angle with respect to

the event vertex

Float_t SD1_phi the phi angle with respect to

the event vertex

Float_t SD1_dedx the dE/dx

Float_t SD1_resum the dE/dx resumed within 5 (mrad)

Float_t SD1_dn opening angle between closest-Hit

and next closest-Hit

Char_t SD2_nanodes the number of anodes

Float_t SD2_theta the theta angle with respect to

the event vertex

Float_t SD2_phi the phi angle with respect to

the event vertex

Float_t SD2_dedx the dE/dx

Float_t SD2_resum the dE/dx resumed within 5 (mrad)

Float_t RICH_phi the phi of the ring

Float_t RICH_theta the theta of the ring

Float_t RICH_radius the ring radius

Float_t RICH_nHits the number of hits on ring for RICH1+2

corrected for background and acceptance

Int_t RICH_nHits1_NC the raw number of hits on ring in RICH1

Int_t RICH_nHits2_NC the raw number of hits on ring in RICH2

Float_t RICH_sumAmp the raw amplitude of hits on ring

Float_t RICH_sigmaFit the width of Gauss fit to distribution of

hits vs. distance from predictor

Float_t RICH_nHitsFit area fit/binWidth

Float_t RICH_COGshift the displacement of COG of ring from predictor

Float_t RICH_OLD_theta the theta of the ring

Float_t RICH_OLD_phi the phi of the ring

Float_t RICH_OLD_radius the ring radius

Float_t RICH_OLD_houghAmpl the combined hough amplitude

Float_t RICH1_OLD_sumAmpl the sum of amplitude in the RICH1

Float_t RICH2_OLD_sumAmpl the sum of amplitude in the RICH2

Int_t RICH_OLD_nHits the number of hits in RICH1 and 1000*RICH2

Float_t RICH_OLD_quality the variance of the combined fit

Int_t TPC_nHits the number of fitted hits and 100*hits

Float_t TPC_chi2rad the fit quality, χ2 in r vs. z
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
variable type variable name description
Float_t TPC_chi2phi the fit quality, χ2 in φ vs. z
Float_t TPC_r0 the distance from the vertex in cm

Float_t TPC_phi0 the phi angle between r0 and vertex in rad

Float_t TPC_theta the θR2M with respect to the event vertex

Float_t TPC_phi the φR2M with respect to event vertex

Float_t TPC_thetaMean the < θ > positions of all hits on a track

Float_t TPC_phiMean the < φ > positions of all hits on a track

for 0-field and of the first four front

hits in case on magnetic field

Float_t TPC_dedx the dE/dx

Float_t TPC_pcor2 the momentum from 2-parameter fit

Float_t TPC_pcor3 the momentum from 3-parameter fit

The source code and the calibration files were stored in the CERN Andrew File System

(AFS). The main directories are listed in the table A.3. The _coolVersion correspond

to the version of the COOL library used for production of step3c, and _UNITnr_ cor-

respond to the unit number. First three directories correspond to the source code and pro-

duction chain, and remaining folders contained necessary calibration and configuration files

for CERES detector. The table A.4 shows the names of calibration files used for step3c
production. The unit-by-unit dependent calibration and configuration files were located in

ceres/prod/prod2000/calib/cal_UNITnr_/ called _calib_UbyU/. The cal-

ibration parameters of the vertex refitting procedure were stored for a given unit in the file

vertexfit.dat, which was located in _calib_UbyU/ directory. The configuration

files required by some COOL objects are listed in the table A.5.

Table A.3: The location of the directories used during production of the step3c.

directory name location path
source ceres/step3c/source

exec ceres/step3c/exec

log_files ceres/step3c/log_files

calib ceres/sw/00/cool/_coolVersion/example/analyzer/calib/

config ceres/sw/00/cool/_coolVersion/example/analyzer/config/

ceres/prod/prod2000/calib/cal_UNITnr_/

maps ceres/sw/00/cool/_coolVersion/maps/
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Table A.4: The default name of the calibration files was linked with the names described in

the column used file. The filed column correspond to the configuration of the magnetic field in

TPC.

field default file used file
pos calib/tpc-dphiplmap-frompads.dat maps/tpc-dphiplmap-pad-u_UNITnr_-cor.dat

neg calib/dthemap.dat calib/dthemap-bneg.dat

neg calib/residuals_frompads_phi.dat calib/residuals_bypads_bneg_ite0_ite1_phi.dat

neg calib/residuals_frompads_r.dat calib/residuals_bypads_bneg_ite0_ite1_r.dat

neg calib/tpc-dtheplmap.dat maps/tpc-dtheplmap-u_UNITnr_.dat

Table A.5: The configuration files of the given COOL object used during step3c production.

class name configuration file
CTPCCalibrationSetup calib_UbyU/setup.CTPCCalibration
CTPCLookupTable calib_UbyU/tableBfield.bin
CTPC config/setup.tpc

calib_UbyU/setup.CTPCCalibration
CTPCTrackFitter config/setup.tpctrackfitter

config/track.ref
CSidc1 calib_UbyU/setup.sidc1

calib_UbyU/calibration.sidc1
CSidc1 calib_UbyU/setup.sidc2

calib_UbyU/calibration.sidc2
CRobustVertexFitter config/setup.vertex
CPionTrackingStrategy config/setup.pionstrategy
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Non-identical Particle Correlation
Functions

The non-identical correlation functions have been studied for π−π+, π−p, and π+p pair combi-

nations. In Fig. B.1 derived projection of correlation functions for equal masses unlike-charge

pair is shown. As expected, no significant asymmetry between left and right widths of the

correlation functions is observed. The small inefficiency seen for pairs with the transverse mo-

mentum larger then 1 GeV/c is attributed to the remaining effects of the two-track resolution.

However, as shown in Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3 no such effects are observed in the case of non-

identical particle correlations with different particles species used to construct the pair, as it

was explained in chapter 6. The blue solid line is a fit of Eq. 6.2 to the data.
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Figure B.1: The unlike-charge pion correlation functions.
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Figure B.2: The π−-p+ correlation functions.
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Figure B.3: The π+-p+ correlation functions.
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